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Seven reasons in favor of the memory + security combination offered by
CmCards

Embedded World 2017: Portable Security with the WibuSystems’ Memory Card Family
Karlsruhe, Germany – Wibu-Systems, the global protection, licensing,
and security powerhouse, provides its CodeMeter technology for the
integrity of data, applications, and communication in association with
hardware and software secure elements, including a complete range
of secure memory cards, the CmCards. In a connected world, illegal
counterfeiting, reengineering, or illicit copying as well as sabotage,
manipulation, or espionage threaten the invaluable know-how of
companies everywhere. CmCards are the ideal medium to introduce
secure Industrie 4.0 concepts in brownfield scenarios.

CmCards, which are available in microSD, SD, Compact Flash, and
CFast

form

factors,

are

specifically

designed

for

industrial

applications. All models deliver full CodeMeter functionality through
the Infineon SLM97 smart card chip, on which encryption keys and
sensitive license data are stored. CmCards are qualified for extremely
high EMC performance. The conformal coating used on their PCB
ensures smooth operation even in the presence of condensation and
with temperature fluctuations from 40°C to +85°C. The flash
controllers made by hyperstone (S8 for CmCard/microSD and
CmCard/SD, F4 for CmCard/CF, and A2 for CmCard/CFast) and their
associated and patented hymap® firmware guarantee memory
reliability against loss of data during writing operations even in case
of power failures.

The combination of flash memory and security provides several
benefits for intelligent device manufacturers:


Greater security: The close, built-in combination of smart
card chip and flash memory adds to the security of the design.
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Lower operational costs: One single hardware element
provides multiple functions, thus reducing the bill of material,
logistic, and maintenance costs.



Lower power consumption: Aggregating two technologies in
a single device paves the way for consistent savings,
especially in large plants.



Industrial-grade design: CmCards are designed, produced,
and prepped for industrial applications. Their long life and long
availability reduces the total cost of ownership and increases
profit.



Space: The smaller form factor allows the security functions to
be included in very small-scale devices.



Upgradeability: Devices already in the field can be upgraded
without any changes to their hardware, as CodeMeter
hardware secure elements support all standard flash memory
interfaces: USB, microSD, SD, CF, and CFast.



Versatility: A secure data partition CmSecure can optionally
be enabled to allow on-the-fly encryption of read and write
data via CodeMeter API after successful authentication.

Oliver Winzenried, CEO and founder of Wibu-Systems,
adds: “Next week, at Embedded World, hall 4 booth 540, we
will be showing a portable security concept for the
immediate application of Industrie 4.0 principles: CmCards
offer direct access to the most cutting edge encryption
methods, can be transferred from device to device for
software license mobility to propel the growth of a licensebased economy, and can be used in computers, embedded
systems, and PLCs. Manufacturers and service technicians
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can add value to their existing facilities and enjoy a prompt
return on their investment by applying modern business
models

made possible

by

versatile

license

lifecycle

management.”

Wibu-Systems’ CmCards are the shortcut to secure Industrie 4.0 architectures in
the brownfield
Press contact at Wibu-Systems
Daniela Previtali, Global Marketing Director
Tel. +49 721 9317235 / +39 035 0667070
daniela.previtali@wibu.com, www.wibu.com
WIBU-SYSTEMS AG (WIBU®), a privately held company founded by Oliver Winzenried and
Marcellus Buchheit in 1989, is an innovative security technology leader in the global software
licensing market. Wibu-Systems’ comprehensive and award winning solutions offer unique and
internationally patented processes for protection, licensing and security of digital assets and
know-how to software publishers and intelligent device manufacturers who distribute their
applications through PC-, PLC, embedded-, mobile- and cloud-based models.

Media graphic resources available at: http://www.wibu.com/photo-gallery.html
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